
 

 

Press release  

New software update for Fun4Four – 
Version 8 has now been released! 
 
There's a lot going on with the latest update Version 8. With a bunch of new features, games 

and a brand new interface it is the most comprehensive update for Fun4Four since its 

introduction. TAB-Austria has precisely designed and engineered everything on Fun4Four to 

increase gaming fun. All the new developments make the experience of playing Fun4Four 

that much better – it is the most advanced upgrade yet. 
 

New design 

 

TAB-Austria is delighted to share the newly designed interface within the Version 8 of 

Fun4Four. It provides a whole new look with advanced navigation and moves the experience 

significantly forward. The re-designed system provides state of the art content and supports 

touch gestures from the current online and mobile world as well. 

 

During the design process the engineers focused on more efficiently acquire new players 

and keeping them longer on Fun4Four. Based on detailed analysis of typical Fun4Four 

players TAB-Austria has optimized the software to make a considerable improvement to all 

previously versions. It is designed to increase customer conversation and interaction with the 

table. 

 

Faster gameplay - easier access to favourite games  
 

The new interface provides a perfect overview of the huge game collection. The new home 

screen is divided into two main sections; the upper screen is for overviewing all games and 

the lower part is for searching into categories and top games. The newly designed icons 

provide beside the game logo game categories and number of possible players.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Connected like never before - organizing support on the go 

 

Things are about to change dramatically for operators. The new online remote control feature 

is available within the central monitoring platform OTM (Online Terminal Management) and 

enables operators to remotely maintain their terminals. The new time and money saving tool 

assists clients to solve issues from home offices or on the go. Operators just need to login to 

OTM to remote control the terminals. The new feature enables faster response to customer 

requests in addition to being a convenient way to interact with all operated terminals. 

 
New instructions and tutorials  
 

A wonderfully helpful feature for players is also the completely reworked game 

instructions that explain the very first and most important steps of the games.  

 

Introducing new games 

 

Version 8 comes with all earlier released games of Version 7 and adds on top our new game 

Reactor Fusion – a skill and reaction game for up to 6 players. Looking ahead to 2015 we 

continue to develop and release even more games. Until summer three new games will be 

added to the huge collection of Fun4Four. 
 

 

 

Here you find some relevant images:  

http://www.championsnet.net/fedoc_dokumente/Marketing_Sales/press/2015_04_28_V8.zip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tab.at/tabv2/News.cshtml?id=211


 

 

About TAB-Austria: 

 

As one of the world’s leading suppliers of betting, gaming and jukebox products, TAB-Austria is 

dedicated to the researching and development of pioneering products for the entertainment industry. 

The company, based in Ansfelden near Linz in Upper Austria and was founded in 1962 in Traun. TAB-

Austria has an export rate of over 99.0% and works with distributors in more than 50 countries around 

the world. 
 

 

If you have any questions please contact 

 

Dietmar Straubinger 

Marketing Director 

  

TAB-Austria Industrie- und Unterhaltungselektronik GmbH & CoKG 

A-4052 Ansfelden, Haider Straße 40 

Phone.: +43 7229 78040 

Fax: +43 7229 78666 

E-Mail: marketing@tab.at 

Website: www.tab.at 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/tabaustria 
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